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Read the following passage and choose the best answer : 
 

Has  any  student  heard  or  read  about  flying?  Flaying an aircraft was  unbelievable and  
dangerous  to many  people someday. The two brothers who inventedthe  first  flying  matches were 
Wilbur  and Ville  Wright .     They  were  very  ambitious  and  their  desire  was to  succeed  and 
continued  their  experiments  in  aviation . They  got  benefits  from  others' mistakes in  flying  and  
searched  for sufficient methods  in  order  to  control  the  balance of  the  aircraft  during  flying.  
The  wrights  tried  to  examine several  gliders  and  developed  control  techniques in 1900 but  the  
brothers'  inability  to  obtain  enough  lift  power for  the  gliders  almost led  them  to  abandon  their  
efforts . They  didn't stop  their  study  and  began   a series  of  experiments with  model  wings. 

As  a  result  ,  this  step  encouraged  them  to  design a  machine  that  would  fly.The  first  
airplane  was  built in  1903 whose  price  was  less  than  one  thousand  US dollars. They  ever  
designed  and  built  their  gasoline  engine .  The airplane  vibrated  widely  before  taking  off when  
they started  the  engine  .  The  plane  managed  to  stay  in  the  air for  first   twelve  seconds  and  
then  flew   one  hundred  twenty  feet . The  perfect  airplane  was  made  in  1905  by  the  Wrights. 
The  Wright  brothers  are  accurately  called the  father  of aviation  because of  the  most outstanding 
engineering   achievements  in  the  history.    
 
1-Wright   brothers were………………………. to  succeed  in  aviation. 

a)lazy                             b)hopeless                c)hopeful                               d) careless                              

2-One  of  their  most success was  …………………… 

thersnot repeating the same mistakes of o b)a)they  tried  several  times                                     

c)buy  new  and  valuable  materials                       d) insufficient  methods 

3-The  wright brothers were ……………….. 

                     inventors                b) technicians                     c)pilots                      d)mechanicsa) 

4-The  best  title  for  this  article  would  be 

a) The  Aircraft's interests  of  wrights                     b) flying  on  the  airplane   

The  invention  of  the  first  flying airplane d) c) The  Wright  brothers  experiments  

5-The  best  airplane  was  built  in 

                                 31905                           d)190c)a)1900                    b)1901                        

 engineless  aircrafts     b)balloons          c)planes      d)military aircraftsa)means :       gliders-6 

 draw a  plan       d) typec)means:          a)made                b)perform           design-7 

    ngscience  of  flying    d)civil  engineeric)related  to: a)ship    b)military  rockets  is   aviation-8 

extremely good       d)neither  good  nor  badc): a)very       b) not  well           outstanding-9 

 unsafe           d)perfectc)   means :   a)safe        b)peaceful               dangerous– 10 
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Find  out  the  incorrect  one  and  make   a circle round the correct letter : 
C    D     BA         Engineering to  Faculty  of    to gome  how    tellyou  mind    Would-11 

C    D     B     Ait .       buycan    neno  ocar  that    expensivean    soIt  was  -12 

slamic  films .    I  prefer We  .alsohorrible  films  and  I don't Like    watchinglike    t 'doesnNagla   -13

D  CA  B   

Dyou  live.     A     B     C      do whereme   tell you    Can-14 

B     C    D     Amarks .             ighh gotI  because  me    by My  family  is  proud -15 

 

Choose the best answer a , b , c or d : 
16-My  brother  …………………… since  November. 

come             b)didn't  come             c)haven’t     come                         d)hasn’t came  hasn'ta) 

17-……………………….. Gold  is  more  expensive  than  copper: 

_____________)d              a)The                           b) a                                c)an                          

18-Mosa  hurt  his  leg…………………….badly  that   he  couldn't  walk. 

little)d                        so           c)a)such                                  b)much                                         

19) Is  he  that  man  …………………………..his  uncle  is  a famous  writer? 

that)d          whom                                    c)who                        b)a)whose                               

20-The  earlier  we  go  to  bed   ,  …………………………………….we  feel  in  the  morning 

the  more  comfortabled)most  comfortable  b)the  less  comfortable      c)the  comfortablest          a)the 

21-…………………… my cousin  nor Saleh  has  a   bus . 

Although)d         Neither                      c)a) Both                          b) Despite                             

22-The  box  was  ……………………..in  the  shelf  by  Nagla. 

 found)d       a)founded                            b)finds                                         c)finding                     

 

Choose  the  best  Reply : 
23- Are you thirsty ? 

not much                  d ) the most c )) few                  b ) very few                         A  

24) We  are  going  to  the  party . 

funHave   )da) Take  care                         b)Really  fun                          c) Help  yourself              

25- My  father is  going  to  stay  with  us  at  home . 

? rHow  long ?                   d)How  fac)a)How  many ?                     b)How  much ?                 

 

Good Luck 

 
 


